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a b s t r a c t

We study the chemical erosion of hydrogen-supersaturated carbon due to bombardment by hydrogen
isotopes H, D, and T at energies of 1–30 eV using classical molecular dynamics simulations. The chemical
structure at the hydrogen-saturated interface (the distribution of terminal hydrocarbon moieties, in par-
ticular) shows a weak dependence on the mass of the impinging atoms. However, the sputtering yields
increase considerably with increasing projectile mass. We analyze the threshold energies of chemical
sputtering reaction channels and show that they are nearly mass independent, as expected from elemen-
tary bond-breaking chemical reactions involving hydrocarbons. Chemical sputtering yields for D impact
are compared with new experimental data. Good agreement is found for small hydrocarbons but the sim-
ulations overestimate the production of large hydrocarbons for energies larger than 15 eV. We present a
thorough analysis of the dependence of our simulations on the parameters of the bombardment schemes
and discuss open questions and possible avenues for development.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding the interactions of plasma particles with plas-
ma-facing materials is of crucial importance for the development
of future fusion devices such as ITER and DEMO. These interactions
lead to surface erosion, particle deposition and plasma pollution,
degrading fusion performance and leading to long-term tritium
retention. Carbon-based divertor tiles are common in many exist-
ing fusion machines as well as in the current phase of ITER. Plasma-
surface processes which involve interactions of hydrogen isotopes
with carbon may play an important role in these machines [1–4].

Chemical sputtering is the dominant carbon erosion mechanism
in collisions of low-energy (below �50 eV) H, D, and T with carbon.
Cumulative bombardment by hydrogen isotopes breaks and passi-
vates bonds and leads to the formation of stable hydrocarbon ter-
minal moieties that can be collisionally detached or desorbed
thermally. Swift chemical sputtering is a process where particles
are ejected as a result of a chemical reaction that takes place near
the end of the path traveled by the impinging projectile. Identify-
ing the dominant reactions leading to emission of specific hydro-
carbons has been the goal of numerous papers dating back over
four decades (e.g. [5–7]). At high impact energies a complex colli-
sion cascade takes place and carbon erosion can be described in
terms of ‘‘physical sputtering”, i.e. a sequence of binary atom–atom
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collisions as in the TRIM.SP code [8]. However, for impact energies
near the thresholds for breaking the C�C bonds that attach the
moieties, most of the projectile energy is used in the end-point
chemical reaction that breaks these bonds and chemical sputtering
is the dominant ejection process.

Low-energy experiments in the regime where chemical sputter-
ing dominates are challenging to perform for atomic hydrogen
(deuterium) ions, due to falling beam intensities with decreasing
energy, and only a few measurements exist [11–13]. Most reported
low-energy chemical sputtering yields have been obtained using
molecular Hþ2 ðD

þ
2 Þ or Hþ3 ðD

þ
3 Þ beams, but reported as H+ or D+ im-

pact data at one half or one third the impact energy of the diatomic
or triatomic ion, with the corresponding yields normalized to the
number of constituent atoms of the molecule [11–15]. In an at-
tempt to bridge existing gaps and extend the data to yet lower
energies, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have tackled this
problem in recent years, using the available experimental data
above 10 eV for validation. Early simulations were partially suc-
cessful in describing the total carbon erosion yield using hydroge-
nated surfaces with a uniform distribution of hydrogen and carbon
having an H/C ratio of �0.4 [9,10], corresponding to the experi-
mentally determined equilibrium H saturation density in bulk
graphite [16]. However, these simulations predicted a spectrum
of ejected hydrocarbons that was not consistent with experimental
observations for surfaces hydrogenated by cumulative bombard-
ment, which enhances considerably the hydrogen content of the
near-surface region [9,10,17]. More recent simulations have shown
that the individual yields of ejecta change dramatically as the
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surfaces are supersaturated by cumulative bombardment [18–22],
which results in the ejection of larger and more saturated mole-
cules and yields a better agreement with experimental findings
for the simplest hydrocarbons. The chemical composition of these
supersaturated surfaces was shown to depend not only on the flu-
ence but also on the impact energy, kind of species and even on the
internal state of the incident projectiles.

In this work we further analyze the dependence of simulated
sputtering on the different parameters associated with our cumu-
lative bombardment scheme and investigate how the different
masses of the hydrogen isotopes influence the sputtering yields
and surface chemistry. With the exception of the near-threshold
region, isotope effects for carbon erosion are expected, since hea-
vier projectiles can transfer a larger fraction of their energy to indi-
vidual carbon atoms in binary collisions. For example, a projectile
with mass MP that undergoes a head-on binary collision with a car-
bon atom with mass MC (>MP) delivers a maximum energy transfer

DEC ¼
4MpMC

ðMP þMCÞ2
EP; ð1Þ

where EP is the incident projectile energy. For D (T) projectiles DEC

is a factor of 1.72 (2.25) larger than that for H projectiles, which
influences the probability for breaking C�C bonds at a given EP

[2]. Estimates for EP > 50 eV predict that the sputtering yield for D
impact should be a factor of �3 larger than that for H impact
[2,3,23]. At lower impact energies, where chemical sputtering dom-
inates, some models have predicted similar moderate enhance-
ments [2,9] while others foresee a much bigger enhancement [3].
One set of molecular dynamics simulations has surprisingly seen
very little isotopic enhancement of sputtering yield [24,25],
although this may be due to the lack of thermalization and high
effective temperature in these simulations, leading to thermal
rather than collisional effects [25]. Our calculations are consistent
with a moderate enhancement and we show that similar (moder-
ate) isotope effects are found in the most basic bond-breaking col-
lisions of H, D, and T with hydrocarbons. These simpler collision
systems afford the opportunity to study isotope effects near the
thresholds for breaking C�C bonds, where the statistics in typical
MD simulations are very poor. We show that the dominant channel
at the lowest threshold for breaking C�C bonds is always an asso-
ciative–dissociative reaction where the projectile attaches to one
of the ejected C atoms. Furthermore, we show that the threshold
energy for all C�C bond-breaking reaction channels is mass inde-
pendent and cannot be described in terms of energy and momen-
tum transfers in binary projectile-target-atom collisions (e.g. Eq.
(1)).

The calculated isotope dependences at room temperature are
compared with the available data [4,12,14,15]. In addition, the
calculated sputtering yields for D impact and for families of ejected
hydrocarbon molecules containing one, two, or three carbon atoms
are compared with new experimental data. We show that there
are a number of open questions and disagreements between
theory and experiment and discuss possible avenues for future
development.
2. Molecular dynamics simulations

Details of our simulations can be found elsewhere [18–21].
Thus, only a brief description is presented here. All molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations in this paper refer to normal incidence
of the hydrogen projectiles on a surface at a temperature of 300 K
and were performed with the most recent version of the reactive
empirical bond-order (REBO) potential [27]. The surface normal
is along the +z axis and impact particles were introduced at a large
distance from the surface at a random position uniformly distrib-
uted in the surface plane (the x–y plane) and with a given kinetic
energy.

We perform two types of molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions. The first one is devoted to preparing supersaturated surfaces
by cumulative bombardment while a second series of simulations
is used to calculate the sputtering yields for these prepared sur-
faces from a large number of single, independent projectile im-
pacts. Particles in the bottom 2 Å of the simulation cell in both
types of simulations were held rigid in the z direction in order to
avoid net center of mass motion with repeated impacts while a
Langevin thermostat is applied along the x and y directions.

In each case, we follow the interactions of H, D, and T projectiles
impinging on hydrogenated surfaces that have been supersatu-
rated self-consistently using the same isotope mass and energy
of the projectile, i.e., H on a-C:H, D on a-C:D, and T on a-C:T (where
a-C:H is short for hydrogenated amorphous carbon). We also per-
form calculations using H�2 and D�2 vibrationally excited molecules
impinging on surfaces that have been supersaturated self-consis-
tently by H�2 and D�2 bombardment.

2.1. Cumulative bombardment simulations and surface evolution

The simulations start from an initial cell that approximates the
bulk properties of amorphous hydrogenated carbon [18]. Our ini-
tial cell has a density of 2.0 g cm–3, a H/C ratio of 0.4 (700 H, D,
or T atoms and 1750 C atoms), a side length of 26.5 Å and periodic
boundary conditions in all directions. The periodic boundary con-
ditions were then removed in the z direction, generating a 2-
dimensional periodic slab, and the surface was relaxed for 100 ps
to remove any instabilities. The resulting surface was the starting
point for the subsequent preparation of supersaturated carbon sur-
faces by H, D, T, H�2 and D�2 bombardment. Using a pre-hydroge-
nated surface as a starting point dramatically reduces the fluence
needed to reach a supersaturation regime resembling experiments
[18–21]. Fig. 1 illustrates the evolution of the simulation cell as a
function of scaled D ‘‘fluence”, the latter being equivalent to the
number of cumulative projectile impacts, Ncum

p . (The actual flu-
ence=Ncum

p /surface area for 1000 D impacts is equal to 1.4 � 1020

D m�2.)
Prior to any impact (Fig. 1a) the cell consists of a nearly uniform,

densely packed distribution of D and C atoms. For increasing flu-
ence surface swelling takes place and long filamentous structures
extending above the initial surface develop (Fig. 1b). At the same
time, the position of the ‘‘interface” (indicated by blue lines)
changes. We define the position of the interface, zintðNcum

p Þ, as the
z coordinate where the density of carbon atoms is one half of the
bulk density. It is noteworthy that for impact energies above
�15 eV long filamentous structures of atoms are formed that ex-
tend for tens of Angstroms above this interface (e.g. Fig. 1c). After
�1000 impacts the densities of C atoms (Fig. 1d) and D atoms
(Fig. 1e) enter a quasi steady-state regime where zintðNcum

p Þ linearly
decreases with Ncum

p purely as a consequence of surface erosion.
After �1000 impacts the region around the interface becomes a
D-rich layer that remains nearly constant in width and evolves
downward as the surface is eroded (Fig. 1e). In this interface region
the D/C ratio is close to unity and the D-saturated carbon atoms
provide the precursors for emission of saturated hydrocarbons.
For the present range of impact energies the majority of projectiles
are implanted within �10 Å of the interface.

Fig. 1d shows that the amount of unmodified bulk material
within the simulation cell vanishes after a few thousand impacts.
This imposes an upper limit on the impact energies that can be
studied for a given cell size. In this work we focus on the sputtering
yields for surfaces created by cumulative bombardment in the
range 1000 < Ncum

p < 2000 where a quasi steady-state (supersatu-
rated) regime is approximately reached for all projectiles. Fig. 2



(a) No impacts (b) 1000 impacts
Fluence = 1.4 x1020D m−2

(c) 3000 impacts

(d) C density (e) D density

interface

Fig. 1. (a–c) Evolution of the simulation cell during cumulative bombardment by D atoms with an impact energy of 20 eV. The yellow (black) spheres denote deuterium
(carbon) atoms. The horizontal lines denote the position of the interface, (zintN

cum
p ) (see text). (d and e) Development of the densities of carbon atoms, qCðz; Ncum

p Þ, and
deuterium atoms, qDðz;N

cum
p Þ, in the simulation cell as a function of the number of cumulative D impacts, Ncum

p . The light blue dashed lines denote the position of the interface
(see text). A depth z = 0 represents the midpoint of the initial cell. Both the carbon and deuterium densities are expressed as a fraction of the bulk carbon densities prior to
bombardment: i.e. the color coding shows the ratios qCðz;N

cum
p Þ=qCð0;0Þ and qDðz;N

cum
p Þ=qCð0; 0Þ (see scale in the inset). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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shows that this range is questionable at 30 eV. For 30 eV H impact
the surfaces have not completely entered a steady state of erosion
at Ncum

p � 1000 while the simulation cell is excessively eroded by
cumulative 30 eV T impact at Ncum

p � 2000 . Already evident from
the figures is that T impact leads to a considerable larger rate of
erosion than H impact, i.e. a clear isotope effect.

Reaching such supersaturated surfaces required total cumula-
tive bombardment times of several ns. This time is sufficient to
reach a quasi-steady state comparable to that achieved after tens
of minutes in the experiment. Consequently, the simulated flux
(�1029 D m�2 s�1) is much larger, by many orders of magnitude,
than that typical beam experiments or even fusion applications
(see [18,21] for a more detailed discussion). Sample heating at such
large fluxes was avoided by properly dissipating the energy depos-
ited after each impact. This was accomplished by allowing particles
to evolve freely during a finite time interval DtF immediately after
introduction of a projectile and subsequently applying a Langevin
thermostat for a time interval DtT to the entire cell until it reaches
the background temperature of 300 K [18,21]. (A time constant of
100 fs for the thermostat was sufficient to remove the excess ther-
mal energy that resulted from the impact within DtT = 1 ps.) The
choice of DtF was determined by requiring that the vast majority
of sputtered particles were able to ‘‘escape” the surface during this
time. We use the terminology ‘‘escape” to indicate atoms and mol-
ecules that become detached from the main simulation cell, are
above the interface (z > zint), and have positive normal velocities
vz > 0. Because the REBO potential has cutoff radii Rc = 2.0 Å for
all C�C interactions, a molecule is considered to be detached from
the cell when the smallest distance between atoms in the molecule
and atoms in the cell is larger than Rc. It is noteworthy that, since
long filamentous structures are formed above the interface, some
detached molecules need a much longer time to reach z coordi-
nates exceeding those of all atoms in the cell.

Our choice for DtF was finalized after verifying that the pre-
pared surface characteristics were not too sensitive to changes of
this parameter. Fig. 3 shows that the value DtF = 2 ps is a reason-
able choice since the surface characteristics are relatively stable
around this value, which is consistent with the time scales for
prompt emission found by other authors [9,10]. The figure also
illustrates our analysis of the changing surface characteristics dur-
ing cumulative bombardment that play a key role in chemical
sputtering. The left side frames (a) and (b) display the total number
of C and D atoms, respectively, and show that the former decreases
monotonically while considerable numbers of D atoms are initially
retained in the surface. Retention occurs as D atoms break and pas-
sivate bonds, leading to the formation of saturated moieties near
the interface. The right-side frames of Figs. 3c and 3d show that
the number of R–CD2 and R–CD3 terminal moieties near the inter-
face increase with the number of impacts and start saturating at
around 1000 impacts. These numbers are calculated from the coor-
dination number of each atom defining its neighbors as those that
are at located at a distance smaller than the REBO cutoff radii. The
interface region where the number of moieties are analyzed corre-
sponds to atoms with z > zint � 10 Å. A complementary analysis of
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the R–CDx terminal moieties for different surface regions and a dis-
cussion of the correlation between the number of moieties and the
erosion yields can be found in [18].
Figs. 4 and 5 show the dependence of the surface characteristics
on the mass of the projectile. The rate of erosion, inferred from the
decreasing number of C atoms in the cell, clearly increases with the
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mass of the projectile (see Fig. 4). Because the emission of hydro-
carbons proceeds in two steps, namely the production of terminal
moieties followed by the breaking of C�C bonds, it is important to
identify the relative role of each step. Fig. 5 shows that the distri-
bution of moieties near the interface is not dramatically different.
This implies that the increased erosion for increasing mass is not
due to an increased production of terminal moieties but rather to
a larger probability of breaking the C�C bonds that attach the mol-
ecules to the surface. A more extensive discussion about isotope ef-
fects is presented in Section 3.

2.2. Particle emission yields

Particle emission yields are calculated here employing two dif-
ferent approaches: (a) using the cumulative impact simulations
and (b) using non-cumulative independent particle impacts on sur-
faces prepared by cumulative impact. Large yields can be obtained
from the former but the latter is needed to compute small yields
(see below).

Within the cumulative simulation, the yield for emitting a given
ejecta, Yejec, at an average fluence Nav

p ¼ hN
cum
p i is calculated from

the total number of ejecta, Nejec, resulting from 1000 consecutive
impacts in the interval �500 < Ncum

p � Nav
p < 500 impacts (i.e.

Yejec = Nejec/1000). A standard error can be estimated by splitting
this interval in five intervals of 200 impacts and calculating the
standard deviation of the yields obtained in each interval. This ap-
proach is sufficient to compute statistically significant particle
emission yields for large quantities such as reflection coefficients
or total carbon erosion yields. (by significant we mean that the
yields are considerably bigger than their standard error). However,
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better statistics are needed to compute smaller yields (e.g. for indi-
vidual hydrocarbon emission). The statistical significance can be
improved dramatically by using the surfaces prepared by cumula-
tive bombardment and performing a large number of short time
(�5 ps) independent non-cumulative single particle impact simu-
lations on each surface (see our previous work [18,21] for addi-
tional details). Here we use six surfaces created with fluences of
Ncum

p ¼ 1000;1200;1400;1600;1800; and 2000 (an average fluence
of hNcum

p i ¼ 1500) and perform Np = 2000–4000 independent (non-
cumulative) trajectory simulations on each surface which trans-
lates into Np = 12,000–24,000 total trajectories (or a statistical
improvement of a factor of

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
12
p

—
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
24
p

). We have verified that sta-
tistically significant yields obtained from the two different simula-
tions are approximately consistent with each other (see, e.g.,
discussion of Fig. 6 below).

3. Experiment

The experimental apparatus used in this work has been de-
scribed previously (see [28–30] for details). All measurements
were performed in a floating potential ultra-high vacuum chamber
with base pressures in the 10�8 Pa range, into which decelerated
ion beams from an ECR ion source can be directed [31]. A sensitive
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) was installed in the scatter-
ing chamber to detect the emission of deuterium, methyl radicals,
and CD4, C2D2, C2D4, C2D6, C3D6, and C3D8 hydrocarbons. The beam
was well defined spatially (FWHM �4 mm below 60 eV/D) and in
energy. As discussed elsewhere [32], the relative energy spread
of the decelerated beams was less than 10% down to a final energy
of 10 eV and typically below 20% at lower energies, as measured
using an electrostatic spherical sector spectrometer. Fluxes in ex-
cess of 1 � 1015 D/(cm2 s) were obtained for energies as low as
10 eV/D. The deuterium ion beams impacted the sample at normal
incidence.

The QMS, which was interfaced to a Macintosh-based data
acquisition system, was used to measure mass distributions in
the 1–80 amu mass range at fixed intervals in time, or alterna-
tively, to follow the intensity of selected mass peaks vs. beam
exposure time. The evolution of peak intensities was measured
vs. accumulated beam fluence until steady-state conditions were
reached. The incident ion intensity was determined from a direct
current reading on the target sample. The procedure used to de-
duce the partial chemical sputtering yields was described in detail
in [28]. It involves selection of an analysis mass for identification of
each species of interest, determining and correcting for the possi-
ble interferences due to cracking of heavier hydrocarbons, and
placing the production yields on an absolute scale using calibrated
leaks. The procedure is expressed by the equation y = R(C�1s),
where y is the apparent production yield array for the selected
hydrocarbons, C is the cracking pattern matrix, and R is the diago-
nal calibration matrix giving the conversion from QMS normalized
peak height to production rate in particles/s. The vector s is the ar-
ray of measured peak heights (normalized to the incident ion flux,
expressed in particles/s) at each analysis mass. To obtain true par-
tial chemical sputtering yields, the apparent yields must be cor-
rected for wall contributions originating from the small fraction
of incident ions that is reflected from the sample and subsequently
ejects hydrocarbon precursors from the walls of the vacuum cham-
ber which can then contribute to the QMS signal (see [28] for de-
tails on subtracting these wall contributions). Since many of the
peak intensities at the analysis masses for the heavier hydrocar-
bons were low, poor signal-to-noise ratios prevented reliable esti-
mation of wall contributions for these species [33]. The heavier
hydrocarbon production yields presented here are therefore
quoted without corrections for wall contributions. Total C erosion
yields deduced from the summed hydrocarbon yields as well as
CD3/CD4 production yields have been reported in [13]. All quoted
yields represent steady-state values reached after beam exposures
to fluences in excess of 1018/cm2.

The ATJ graphite (UCAR Carbon Co.) target could be electron-
beam heated from the rear. For these targets, sample annealing
at temperatures in excess of 1200 �C was performed, as determined
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using a calibrated infrared (IR) thermal monitor, in order to reini-
tialize the sample after each measurement condition.
4. Results and discussion

Figs. 6a and 6b depict calculated total carbon erosion yields at
room temperature for D impact of a-C:D and H impact of a-C:H,
respectively. The figure illustrates that the calculated yields are
very sensitive to the fluence. The present results for D impact using
1000 < Ncum

p < 2000 are slightly larger than our previous calcula-
tions [18] using 400 < Ncum

p < 1400. More notably, these are very
different from the yields calculated using Ncum

p � 0, i.e., unsaturated
surfaces [11]. Note, however, that these calculations are consistent
with each other as shown in Fig. 6c, which depicts the total carbon
erosion yield as a function of average fluence. The present calcula-
tions at various fluences agree with previous calculations in the
appropriate range of fluence. The present simulations for D impact
using hNcum

p i ¼ 1500 are closer to a supersaturated regime while
those in [11] are far from this regime and much smaller in magni-
tude. Calculations using the REBO potential and Ncum

p � 0 predict a
considerably larger yield than those of Marian et al. [23] for
Ncum

p � 0 and using the AIREBO potential [34]. These AIREBO calcu-
lations seem to underestimate experimental data but its depen-
dence on Ncum

p is unknown and better agreement might be found
for supersaturated surfaces. Figs. 6b and 6c show that our results
for H impact using supersaturated surfaces with hNcum

p i � 3000
are consistent with MD simulations in the supersaturated regime
by Rooij et al. [22]. Fig. 6b shows that yields for H impact at
hNcum

p i ¼ 1500 do not increase with increasing energy above
15 eV. This happens because, at these energies, quasi-steady-state
supersaturation by H impact is reached at fluences higher than
hNcum

p i ¼ 1500 (see Fig. 6c and structures in Fig. 2c). Yields obtained
from our cumulative simulations in the range hNcum

p i ¼ 3000 agree
with our hNcum

p i ¼ 1500 calculations only below 20 eV but increase
with energy above 15 eV.

Fig. 6a also displays new measurements of the total carbon ero-
sion yield for D+ impact of ATJ carbon. These experimental data are
similar in magnitude to previously measured total erosion yields
(per D) for Dþ3 impact on various carbon surfaces by Balden and
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Roth [14] but about a factor of three larger than those measured
for pyrolytic graphite by Mech et al. [15]. Note, however, that Bal-
den and Roth [14] and Mech et al. [15] agree with each other for H
impact (Fig. 6b). The figure shows that the measured yields are
smaller than the present calculated yields for supersaturated sur-
faces for both D and H impact for Ep > 10 eV.

Fig. 7 sheds some light on the origin of the discrepancy by sep-
arating the total yield into its component yields for emission of
hydrocarbons containing one (Fig. 7a), two (Fig. 7b), or three
(Fig. 7c) C atoms. For example, the total carbon erosion yield for
H impact, YH

totC, can be expressed as a sum

YH
totC ¼

X

nP1

X

xP0

nYH
CnHx

ð2Þ

of the yields YH
CnHx

for emission of CnHx molecules. Fig. 7a–c display
fractional yields for n = 1,2,3 and are labeled as

P
xP0nYCnX to indi-

cate fractional yields for each impacting species, i.e.,
P

xP0nYH
CnHx

;P
xP0nYD

CnDx
; or
P

xP0nYT
CnTx

.
While the best agreement between simulation and measure-

ment is found for fractional emission of hydrocarbon molecules
containing a single C atom (Fig. 7a), the calculations appear to
overestimate all the fractional yields. This overestimate increases
for molecules containing two and three C atoms (Figs. 7b and
7c). The measured yields decrease very rapidly in magnitude with
the number of C atoms. Similar trends were found by Mech et al.
[35] and Macauley et al. [26] at low energies and room tempera-
ture targets and by Yamada [36] at higher energies and higher tar-
get temperatures. The three C atom yields for Dþ2 and D+ appear to
show significant differences at the lowest investigated energy. The
measurement for Dþ2 at that energy was made with higher beam
current per D than the D+ measurement, leading to improved sig-
nal-to-noise conditions for the measurement for Dþ2 . Although
not shown in the figure, we obtained a similar yield per D at that
energy with Dþ3 , leading us to give greater credence to the Dþ2 result
at 20 eV. In contrast, the calculated yields decrease very slowly
with n and for n < 5 the different component yields contribute
nearly equally to the total yield. As evident in Fig. 7, the higher
the number of C atoms, the larger the fluctuations of the corre-
sponding C yields due to the poorer statistics for ejecta with larger
n.
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The overestimation of the calculated yields, particularly of the
large hydrocarbons represents an open problem. The agreement
with experiment improves when a direct comparison is made for
only those molecules that are experimentally analyzed (see
Figs. 7d–7f), which typically exclude low hydrogenation, unstable
radicals. For example, of all the possible 3C containing molecules,
the experiment only measures C3D6, and C3D8. Above 10 eV, the
sum of the calculated yields for these two molecules agree with
the summed measured yields within the uncertainties. However,
the sum of the simulated yields for these two molecules accounts
for only �10% of the total simulated yield of molecules containing
three C atoms. While it is possible that the less saturated (radical)
molecules stick to the stainless steel walls or baffle in the experi-
ment (see the concluding remarks for additional discussion) and
thus are not detected, resulting in an underestimation by experi-
ment, an overestimation by the simulation is more likely for C3Dx

molecules, since the calculated results exceed not only the yields
deduced in the present measurements, but also total mass loss re-
sults of Balden and Roth based on a microbalance technique [14].
An important reason for this overestimation could be a poor
parameterization of the potential for reactions leading to the com-
plex hydrocarbons. Also, the current parameterization of the REBO
potential does not correctly reproduce the shape of the screened
Coulomb repulsion between atoms at close distances and atoms
which probe this region of the potential are not properly deflected.
Pathways for improving the simulations are discussed in the con-
cluding remarks along with other outstanding issues. In addition,
quasi-steady-state supersaturation by H impact is reached at flu-
ences higher than hNcum

p i ¼ 1500, which leads to a drop of the
yields at the highest calculated energies displayed in Fig. 7. Due
to these potential problems, in the following we focus on our cal-
culated yields for the reduced range Ep 6 15 eV. The shortcomings
of the simulations are not expected to lead to isotopic differences
in this energy range.

Fig. 8 compares our calculated isotope enhancements YD/YH and
YT/YD with previously measured and predicted enhancements at
room temperature. Because data on isotope enhancements are
scarce we display previous results for various carbon-based mate-
rials and for atom and molecule impact (the impact energies are
scaled accordingly). For clarity, calculated error bars are not dis-
played (note, however, that our calculations at 5 eV have very large
statistical uncertainties). Previous results for the YD/YH enhance-
ment (Fig. 8a) range from little enhancement [12] to close to an or-
der of magnitude enhancement [14,3]. Our YD/YH calculated
enhancement factor ranges from �2 to 3 and is in good agreement
with the predictions of Liang et al. [2] and Salonen et al. [9]. As ex-
pected, the YT/YD enhancement (Fig. 8b) is smaller than the YD/YH

enhancement due to the smaller relative mass change. Our calcu-
lated YD/YH enhancement is in better agreement with the predic-
tions of Liang et al. [2] and Salonen et al., [9], and are consistent
with the higher energy measurements of [26]. The favorable com-
parison between our calculations and those in [9] suggests that the
enhancement factor is insensitive to whether or not the surfaces
are supersaturated or whether the saturating atoms at the surfaces
are of the same species as the projectile.

Fig. 8 provides not only a good illustration of the current uncer-
tainties on isotope enhancements but also of the low-energy limi-
tations of simplified models of sputtering. As described by Hopf
and Jacob [3], TRIM.SP calculations were incorporated into a model
for the energy dependence of chemical sputtering that requires as
input parameter the energy transfer required to break a C–C bond
(typical C–C bond energies in hydrocarbon molecules are �5 eV).
However, such models based on energy/momentum transfers in
sequential two-body interactions (i.e. Eq (1)) break down for im-
pact energies approaching the threshold for breaking C–C bonds.
As we show next, the physics/chemistry at the root of near-thresh-
old bond-breaking is inherently a many-body problem (i.e. at least
a third body is needed at the lowest impact energies). This is illus-
trated by analyzing the more manageable problem of C–C bond-
breaking of simple hydrocarbons in atom-molecule collisions using
our MD approach. While limited in applicability, this approach is
useful for discussing some aspects of the multibody process arising
from the empirical REBO potential and helps to understand the MD
results. Admittedly, REBO is an average bond-order potential only
expected to lead to statistically acceptable results in bulk interac-
tions. Nevertheless, even though no quantitative accuracy is in-
tended for these reductions to atom-(small) molecule collision
processes, insight into qualitative behaviors can be gained.

Fig. 9a displays calculations of C–C bond-breaking cross sec-
tions in collisions of H, D, and T with ethane (C2H6, C2D6, and
C2T6, respectively). These calculations were performed using the
same REBO potentials as were used in our MD simulations for a
uniform beam of projectiles incident with a random impact param-
eter and colliding with a randomly oriented ethane molecule ini-
tially in its ground ro-vibrational state. One advantage of this
simpler collision system is that a much larger number of trajecto-
ries can be computed in a short time to study weak reactions near
threshold (up to a million trajectories have been used). At t = 0 the
molecule was placed with its center of mass at the origin of coor-
dinates (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) and its orientation was chosen at random
by rotating the molecule with three random Euler angles. The pro-
jectile was initially placed at a large distance z from the molecule
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and a random impact parameter q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
and polar angle

u = arctan(y/x). In order to represent a uniform beam, u was chosen
uniformly in [0, 2p] and q2 was chosen uniformly in ½0;q2

max�,
where qmax is an impact parameter above which no chemical reac-
tion takes place. The cross section for C–C bond-breaking (BB) is
simply given by rBB ¼ pq2

maxNBB=NP , where NBB is the number of
collisions that result in BB and Np is the total number of projectile
trajectories (the same expression applies to any other process).

Fig. 9a shows that isotope effects are clearly present in this sim-
ple collision system studied using the REBO potential (similar ef-
fects are found for all hydrocarbons). Moreover, the isotope
enhancements of the cross section for ethane (also depicted in
Fig. 8) are similar to the enhancements observed in full MD sput-
tering simulations. Fig. 9b shows that C–C bond-breaking can take
place through different reaction channels, e.g.,

Dþ C2D6 ! CD3 þ CD4

! Dþ CD3 þ CD3

! 2Dþ CD2 þ CD3

! � � �

ð3Þ

where the final products are in any ro-vibrational state. Moreover,
Fig. 9b shows that each reaction channel has a different threshold.
The same observation applies to the even simpler collision system
of D + C2 which has only two reaction channels. (see Fig. 9c). The
threshold energy for the D + 2C channel is close to the C�C REBO
bond energy, Eb[C2] � 6.2 eV. However, the dominant channel at
low energies is the C + CD channel which involves a (associative)
particle transfer process and has a threshold near Eb[CD]–Eb[C2] �
1.7 eV. Such an associative particle transfer process is beyond the
scope of two-body dynamics and is always the dominant bond-
breaking channel at low energies (see also Fig. 9b for ethane),
although the exact threshold energies depend on the binding ener-
gies of the reactants. The presence of this associative–dissociative
channel at low energies was also found in previous MD simulations
[9,10].

A similar picture holds for chemical sputtering. As long as asso-
ciative–dissociative exit channels such as D + R–CDx ? R–D + CDx or
R + CDx+1 are open, these provide the lowest energy bond-breaking
thresholds because they require less energy than the three-body
break-up channel D + R–CDx ? R + D + CDx. It is noteworthy that
the thresholds for all these reactions are nearly mass independent
since they are given just by the difference between the initial and
final binding energies of the molecules in the entrance and exit
channels. Small deviations from this mass independence occur be-
cause the available kinetic energy in the entrance channel is
slightly smaller than the incident projectile energy due to energy
and momentum conservation of the center of mass of the entire
collision system. Deviations can also occur because the quantum
vibrational modes of the molecules in the exit channel are mass
dependent. In contrast, models based on sequential binary colli-
sions predict a mass dependent threshold since the maximum
energy transferred in a binary collision to break a bond (Eq. (1))
is mass dependent. This is the origin of the large isotope effect
predicted by Hopf and Jacob [3]. However, near the associative–
dissociative threshold, C–C bonds are broken as the projectile
enters the region around two bonded carbon atoms and transiently
weakens the binding interaction between the carbon atoms [9].
The mass dependence arises because the heavier projectiles are
slower moving (at constant incident energy) and thus have a long-
er time to remain as a perturbative effect on the C�C bond and to
find the exit reaction pathway leading to attachment to one of the
C atoms. Very close to threshold, however, all projectiles with
appropriate collision geometry remain in the interaction region a
sufficiently long time and the only factor affecting the cross section
is the fraction of collision geometries that access the reaction channel.

Fig. 9 shows that the thresholds for C–C bond-breaking of C2D6

and C2 are very different. The low-energy behavior of the total ero-
sion yield (Fig. 6) is closer to that of the bond-breaking cross sec-
tion for C2D6 because C bonds near the surface are saturated and
have C–C bonding energies of �4–5 eV, which are closer to that
of C2D6. This observation is also consistent with the change in
the rate of decrease of the yield for different levels of saturation
of the surface (i.e. hNcum

p i ¼ 1500 compared with hNcum
p i ¼ 0 in

Fig. 6a). Clearly, chemical sputtering does not possess a precise
threshold with well defined structures but rather has a series of
thresholds for breaking C–C bonds of all R–CDx moieties. The pre-
cise behavior at low energies depends on the number density and
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binding energies of such moieties, as well as the surface tempera-
ture which determines the initial vibrational energies. It is note-
worthy, however, that the distribution of moieties prepared by
the different projectiles was found to be nearly independent of
projectile mass. Thus, the mass dependence of the erosion yields
at low energies appears to be dominated by the mass dependence
of the elementary bond-breaking chemical reactions.

In addition to emission of carbon compounds, hydrogen impact
of supersaturated carbon leads to emission of hydrogen atoms and
molecules (Fig. 10). The yields for emission of H, D, and T due to H,
D, and T impact, respectively, correspond to the respective reflec-
tion coefficients and together with H2, D2, and T2 emission provide
the dominant hydrogen emission processes below the C–C bond-
breaking thresholds. Fig. 10 shows that the yields exhibit a clear
isotope dependence above �3 eV which vanishes at the lowest im-
pact energies. The origin of this behavior is very similar to that dis-
cussed for breaking C–C bonds. Because the simulations are
performed near the steady-state regime of supersaturation where
little additional hydrogen can be retained by the surface, below
�7 eV YH

H � 1� 2YH
H2

and a similar relationship applies for D and
T impact. (At higher energies, inclusion of chemical sputtering
again gives total steady-state hydrogen containing yields close to
unity, YH

totH ¼
P

nP1

P
xP1xYH

CnHx
þ 2YH

H2
þ YH

H � 1). Thus, the behav-
ior of the reflection coefficients and of H2, D2, and T2 emission
are connected via particle conservation. Close to their respective
thresholds, the hydrogen molecules are emitted via associative–
dissociative processes where C–H, C–D or C–T bonds are broken,
e.g. R–H + H ? R + H2, and does not involve multiple reaction chan-
nels. Fig. 10 shows a mass independence near threshold that is
more evident than for sputtering of C�C ontaining species. This
happens because both the threshold energy and the slope near
threshold are mass independent (the latter is not as steep as for
C–C bond-breaking). Compared to hydrocarbon emission, H2, D2,
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and T2 emission events are much more numerous and thus have
much smaller statistical uncertainties.

Because most of the experimental studies of isotope effects
have been performed with molecular projectiles, we have also per-
formed cumulative and sputtering MD simulations for H�2 and D�2
projectiles. These excited projectiles were prepared in a dissociated
state with an initial internuclear separation of 2 Å (close to the
REBO cutoff radius) to approximate the vibrationally excited neu-
tral molecules expected to be formed by electron capture from
the surface [20]. We found that for such excited molecules the sur-
face characteristics during cumulative molecular impact simula-
tions and the carbon erosion yields per atom are very similar
(within statistical uncertainties) to those for atom impact, in agree-
ment with previous work [20]. That is, 2n H impacts at an energy
EH appear to be approximately equivalent (within statistical errors)
to n H�2 impacts at an energy 2EH. This is in contrast to recent low-
energy measurements by Vergara et al. [11], which showed a sig-
nificant molecular size effect of up to a factor of two in comparing
methane yields for same energy/D of D+ and Dþ3 projectiles at
10 eV/D. The reason for these differences with the present simula-
tions is currently not understood and will be explored in further
theoretical and experimental research. It appears that any
enhancement due to molecular impact is sensitive to the chemical
structure of the interface since MD simulation results for unsatu-
rated surfaces by Nordlund’s group [11] showed an almost order
of magnitude enhancement at 30 eV/D of D3-induced total C yields
over those produced by D impact.
5. Conclusions and outlook

The present classical MD simulations using the many-body
REBO potential have shown that chemical sputtering yields of
supersaturated carbon increases with projectile mass, but not as
dramatically as that predicted by simpler models based on sequen-
tial binary collisions. Only a weak dependence on the mass was
found in the number of moieties of supersaturated surfaces created
by cumulative bombardment and, thus, the root of the mass
dependence was found to be directly related to the probability
for breaking the C–C bonds that attach such moieties. Much of
the behavior at low energies in full MD simulations was found to
be qualitatively similar to that for bond-breaking reactions in col-
lisions of hydrogen isotopes with simple saturated hydrocarbons.
One important conclusion is that the threshold energies for break-
ing C–C bonds are nearly mass independent within the many-body
REBO potential model.

Our measured yields are consistent with previous measure-
ments of Balden and Roth [14] and provide new insights into the
relative contributions to the total yield as a function of the number
of carbon atoms in the ejected hydrocarbons. Consistent with pre-
vious findings [18], the present MD simulations for supersaturated
carbon surfaces agree with experiment for the total yield of hydro-
carbons containing a single carbon atom. However simulations
greatly overestimate the yield of molecules containing three car-
bon atoms at impact energies above 20 eV. The origin of this dis-
agreement is an open problem. We have shown that our
simulations are relatively stable with respect to the parameters
of our cumulative bombardment scheme. However, it is evident
that MD simulations are quite sensitive to the form and parameters
of the many-body potentials (see Fig. 6). The REBO potential used
in this work provides a good empirical description of covalent
bonds for nonpolar systems, treats contributions to the bond order
in radical species, and was fit to vibrational frequencies of some
molecular hydrocarbons and the elastic constants of bulk carbon-
based materials [27]. However the present parameterization incor-
rectly reproduces the shape of Coulomb repulsion between atoms
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at close distances, which becomes an important factor for energies
greater than 15 eV for H–H interactions. In addition, the REBO po-
tential neglects non-bonded interactions, including torsional and
van der Waals forces incorporated in the more advanced AIREBO
potential [34]. Very few particle–surface calculations using AIREBO
are available in the literature because they are considerably more
computationally involved that those using REBO. For unsaturated
surfaces the yields obtained using AIREBO by Marian et al. [23]
at �20 eV are a factor of �3 smaller than those using unsaturated
surfaces and REBO potentials (see Fig. 6). It is not known whether
AIREBO simulations would have improved agreement with mea-
surements of the total erosion yields above 10 eV if supersaturated
surfaces were employed. The systematic inclusion of more CnHy

hydrocarbon parameters, bonding energies, bonding lengths, barri-
ers and vibration frequencies might also significantly improve both
REBO and AIREBO potentials and yield better results in the sputter-
ing of the complex hydrocarbons. Work exploring such extensions
is currently underway.

The differences between REBO and AIREBO simulations are pre-
dominantly due to the larger repulsive barriers in the Lennard-
Jones corrections incorporated in the AIREBO potential. These
barriers make the interface more ‘‘impenetrable” and lead to reflection
coefficients that are considerably larger than their REBO counter-
parts [37]. The inset in Fig. 11 provides an example of such a repul-
sive barrier by displaying the total potential energy of the D + C2

system as a function of the distance between D and the center of
mass of C2. Fig. 11 shows that the C–C bond-breaking cross sections
in D + C2 and D + C2D6 collisions change considerably with the po-
tential used, suggesting that the AIREBO Lennard-Jones barriers
can dramatically affect the low-energy behavior of the sputtering
yields. Saturation of the carbon bonds enhances the importance
of these barriers, but it is not clear whether supersaturation would
lead to larger or smaller erosion yields. For C2D6 (Fig. 10a) the D
atoms in the target completely shield the C atoms and effectively
block the associative–dissociative channel, thereby changing dra-
matically the bond-breaking threshold. At present, it is not clear
whether REBO or AIREBO provides a better description of the
bond-breaking process near threshold.
(a) D + C2D6
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Another open problem concerns the relative importance of the
sputtering yields of CD3 and CD4, which was also a case in our pre-
vious simulations [18,21]. While theory and experiment agree on
the sum of the yields (i.e. Fig. 7), Fig. 12 shows that they disagree
considerably in the ratio of these yields, YCD4=YCD3 . The experimen-
tal spectrum [13] is dominated by CD4 whereas the calculated
spectrum is dominated by CD3. This discrepancy is presently not
understood. Experimentally, the ejected particles coming from
the target surface are reflected at least once from the stainless steel
walls or baffle in the experimental geometry prior to detection.
These walls are likely coated with deuterium and deuterated
hydrocarbons and CD3 could be passivated by wall collisions by
capturing an additional D atom during reflection. The present
QMS data preferentially reflect the partial pressures of low sticking
species that have undergone (and possibly have been modified by)
wall collisions, and less so species with a high sticking probability
(see [1] for a detailed discussion). For hydrocarbon film surfaces at
least, the methyl sticking coefficient was found to be quite low
(�10�4) [38]. Nevertheless, work is underway to use a direct
line-of-sight time-of-flight spectrometer to analyze this problem.
This may also shed some light about the actual emission spectra
of two and three carbon atom containing molecules, for which the-
ory predicts a dominance of radical species.

Theoretically, we have shown earlier [18] a correlation between
the energy dependence of the yield of sputtered CD3 and the num-
ber of terminal R–CD3 moieties. For impact energies near the
threshold for ejecting hydrocarbons, CD4 originates only from
D + R–CD3 ? R + CD4 reactions. In turn, CD3 can originate from
not only the same entrance channel as D + R–CD3 ? R–D + CD3

or D + R–CD3 ? R + D + CD3 but also from R–CD2 moieties as
D + R–CD2 ? R + CD3. This greater number of exit channels leading
to CD3 in sputtering simulations results in a ratio YCD4=YCD3 < 1 at
all impact energies. For increasing impact energies where a colli-
sion cascade takes place, complete break-up processes dominate
over associative–dissociative processes and increases even further
the abundance of CD3 relative to that of CD4. Also shown in Fig. 12
is the ratio of the C–C bond-breaking cross sections for producing
CD3 and CD4 in D + C2D6 collisions. The trend of this ratio is similar
(b) D + C2
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b) collisions using the REBO and AIREBO potentials. The inset shows the potential
s a function of the distance between the D atom and the center of mass of the C2

tential.
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Fig. 12. Ratio between yields for emission of CD4 and CD3 resulting from the impact
of D, D2, and Dþ2 on supersaturated carbon surfaces at room temperature as a
function of impact energy per atom. Also shown is the ratio of the cross sections for
production of CD4 and CD3 in collisions of D with C2D6.
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to that observed for the ratio of sputtering yields at high energies
but tends to unity at low energies because the dominant associa-
tive–dissociative channel leads to an equal amount of CD3 and
CD4. In actual sputtering simulations other channels can produce
CD3 (e.g. D + R–CD2 ? R + CD3), resulting in a low-energy ratio that
is smaller than unity. It is noteworthy that the ratio of the cross
sections is fairly independent of the potential (REBO or AIREBO).
The only additional mechanism that could increase the abundance
of CD4 for sputtering would be collisional hydrogen capture by de-
tached CD3 molecules on their way to escaping into vacuum. In our
MD simulations with the present potentials, however, we have not
found significant evidence for the dominance of this process.
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